
Supplement Letter – Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies 

Sec. 22-344-1. The outdoor kennel runs are structurally sound and maintained in great condition. The 

state inspector has done a full inspection of our facility and will continue to do so in the future. 

Sec. 22-344-3. Our kennel runs meet the minimum length and width requirements for holding dogs. The 

inside measurements are at least 48 inches wide and 10 feet long. 

Sec. 22-344-4. We use natural lighting around kennel area and dog training appointments are held 

during daylight hours. Fluorescent lighting is available when needed, and does not shine off property. 

We are surround by woods and there is no adjacent neighbor in close distance. 

Sec. 22-344-5. Hot and cold water are available. There is a drilled well on site. Hot water can be accessed 

from the garage area. 

Sec. 22-344-15a. We do NOT house dogs for training. Training appointments are held on an hourly basis 

with owners present, and in an outdoor area on a field. Training facility/field is separated from a home 

or living quarters.  

Sec. 22-344-15b. We do NOT train client dogs that are attack dogs or guard dogs. We own a breeding 

program where dogs are competed in a sport. Police dogs that we train are off site and mostly narcotics 

trained, meaning tracking scents and indicate drugs. 

Sec. 22-344-15c. Refer to Sec. 22-344-15b. According to the state inspection, due to above reason, 6 

foot chain link is NOT needed. Those sport dogs are highly trained in obedience as well. For example, we 

can perform high level obedience with dogs in our program inside of an airport off leash. 

Sec. 22-344-15d. All dogs are in a secured area when unsupervised and behind at least 3 locking gates or 

mechanisms.  

Sec. 22-344-15e. A sight barrier is in place between each kennel run, so dogs are NOT in sight of each 

other. Noise is controlled. 


